
Business Relationships

Better Success!
oreF

A unique gift will guarantee your card stays on top of your clients desk.
Create a good sales impressions and the relationship grows from there.

This business card box is designed for just that.

The back side has slots for your business card/company information

The back side also includes a guide
for correcting a hook or slice.

Help for Hook and Slice Problems
Pure

Pull Push

FadeDraw

Hook Slice

A hook or slice is created when the ball is given a spin on its 
horizontal axis. The ball will be de�ected to the right for a 
clockwise rotation and the left for a counter-clockwise 
rotation. This generation of an aerodynamic force is known as 
the magnus effect.

The Perfect Practice Tee helps to identify your swing motion by 
examining the tee angle after your follow-thru. If the tee is 
centered in the 90° cutout, you know you have 
Straight-On-Driver Contact to the ball 
therefore minimizing rotation forces.

The Driver Training Tee is a valuable tool to help improve:

based on  about eachInstant, Accurate Information
and every swing.

It confirms when you hit it right and when you hit it wrong.

Watching the ball can only tell you so much.
The Perfect Practice Tee gives you Instant Swing Analysis
from the point of impact.

l  Foot Location
l  Club Head Angle
l  and Develop a Proper Swing Path

Each Box comes complete with
1 - Range Base
1 - 2 3/4” Tee for 3 thru 5 Woods
1 - 3” Tee for Metal Drivers
(Simply snap out tee and change heights when ready)

Pricing
60 pcs.
120 pcs.
240 pcs.
500 pcs.

$4.25 each
$3.75 each
$3.40 each
$3.25 each

Larry Fleming
lfleming@titantees.com

918.260.5657

T O  O R D E R , C O N T A C T :

Make a lasting impression 

on that golfing client!

www.titantees.comFOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO:
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